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A finite element program based on the plane stress 
assumption is developed and applied to elasto-plastic frac­
ture problems involving monotonically increasing loads. The 
program directly predicts the initiation and propagation of 
fracture in the structure. That is, the concept of stress 
intensity factor is not utilized in the present approach.
The approach uses a piecewise linear approximation of the 
actual stress-strain curve for the material, and the maximum 
strain criteria to predict both the yield and fracture. An 
incremental loading technique is employed to load the struc­
ture, and a "zero modulus-unload reload" scheme is developed 
to handle the response of the structure at fracture. Com­
parisons with published data on a cracked panel, and the ex­
perimental data obtained during this study on tensile and 
cracked specimens show that the finite element program de­
veloped herein can accurately predict load and deflection at 
fracture, load-deflection curves, fracture initiation loca­
tions, and stable or unstable crack propagation. This ap­
proach is shown to be highly dependent on the mesh density
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DEPR Incremental element principal strain
Dr Pin-to“gage boundary deflection per unit load
E Elastic modulus
Eg Elastic modulus
Ej[ Incremental tangent modulus
Eg Secant modulus
Eg^ Incremental secant modulus
ECH Array of strains for next element property
changes






u ,v Displacement in the x and y directions, respec­
tively
ui,Vi Nodal displacements in the x and y directions, 
respectively
V Volume
W Width of tensile specimen neck




Sx,Sy, Strains in the x, y and z directions 
Gz




Me Elastic Poisson's ratio
Pi Incremental Poisson's ratio
dj Stress components
Normal stresses in the x, y and z directions
(̂ z






|e | Force vector
|u| Displacement vector
[b] Strain displacement coefficient matrix
[e] Stress-strain coefficient matrix
[k] Stiffness matrix
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IT WOULD BE HARD TO IMAGINE A TIME WHEN 
SOMEONE, SOMEWHERE, DID NOT LOOK DOWN ON 
SOME BROKEN SOMETHING AND WONDER WHY.
XI1
FRACTURE PREDICTION IN PLANE ELASTO- 





On the 10th of January 1954, a B.O.A.C. Comet, the 
first pressurized commercial jet airliner, fell into the sea 
near Rome, killing 29 passengers and its crew of 6 . The 
Comet fleet was immediately grounded and carefully inspected 
and modified. Comet service resumed on the 23rd of March, 
and 16 days later, a second Comet was lost. Subsequent in­
vestigations determined that the Comet had met airworthiness 
requirements effective at the time; however, these require­
ments, based on static analysis and testing, were insuffi­
cient to predict the type of cyclic failure experienced by 
the Comets.
As a result of these accidents, fatigue analysis and 
testing became an integral part of aircraft design. Fatigue
analysis frequently took the form of a damage accumulation 
theory such as Miner's rule. With Miner's rule, the number 
of cycles at each stress level is divided by the number of 
cycles to failure at that level. These fractions are then 
summed with failure indicated by a total accumulation of 
one. Fracture testing was accomplished by subjecting an 
airframe to "blocks" of loading which would simulate those 
anticipated in actual service. The inaccuracies in this 
type of fatigue approach required considerable conservatism 
(along with the associated high cost) to insure the integ­
rity of the structure. Typically, airframes were required 
to withstand one and a half times the maximum static load 
and four times the number of cyclic loads expected to be 
encountered in service. Additionally, most fatigue phil­
osophies dictated that any cracking was to be considered a 
failure.
The loss of a U.S. Air Force F-111 in 1969 initiated 
a rethinking of airframe design and analysis concepts.^ 
Failure in this aircraft was traced to a small manufactur­
ing flaw in a wing pivot fitting, not to a design induced 
fatigue. In a fashion reminiscent of the Comet incidents, 
it became apparent that static and fatigue concepts alone 
would not predict the type of failure incurred by this air­
craft. It also became clear that a more efficient approach 
would be to design a structure to be crack tolerant, and 
that some analytic method would be necessary to accomplish
this goal.
1.2 Fracture Mechanics
Fracture mechanics theory which had been successfully 
applied to crack instability research was adapted to this 
new design role. A popular form of the fracture mechanics 
"law" is
da/dN = C f(K)
where da/dN is the crack growth rate (a being the crack 
length, N the number of cycles), C is a material constant, 
and K is the stress intensity factor which relates the 
stress conditions with the crack length.% When coupled with 
a damage tolerance approach to design, an initial flaw size 
(usually the minimum crack size which can be repeatedly de­
tected by nondestructive inspection) is assumed. The crack 
is then grown according to the appropriate fracture mechan­
ics "law" until it reaches a critical crack length. This 
information is then used to establish inspection intervals 
for the structure. During the course of the design, any 
area found to have unacceptably rapid crack growth (i.e., 
inspection intervals are too close) must be redesigned.
The advantage of such a procedure is that accurate analysis 
and inspection can safely extend the structure to its full 
useful life. However, due to the randomness of possible 
initiation sites, each area of the structure must be anal­
yzed.
Unfortunately, the application of a fracture mechanics 
"law" to all areas of a large structure is a difficult, if 
not impossible, bookkeeping task. The stress intensity fac­
tors must be determined for each area of the structure for 
each type of loading, a time consuming effort even for simple 
geometries and loadings. Then these factors must be combined 
in the proper manner to establish the crack growth rates. 
Additionally, Boyd^ pointed out that the assumptions asso­
ciated with fracture mechanics "laws" are more restrictive 
than is generally realized. The most significant defect in 
the application of these fracture mechanics approaches to 
practical aircraft structures lies in their elastic formu­
lation. Structural metals, however, exhibit a large degree 
of plastic deformation ahead of the crack tip which signifi­
cantly affects their response. Some attempts have been made 
to provide correction factors for this effect, but they only 
further the gap between the physical phenomenon and the an­
alytical technique.
1.3 The Finite Element Method
If the finite element method, which has enjoyed enor­
mous success in the application to structural mechanics 
problems over the last three decades, could be employed 
successfully to directly predict fracture in structures, 
the shortcomings of present methods could be overcome. The 
method has already been used in fracture mechanics to cal-
culate stress intensity factors. However, a direct proce­
dure of predicting fracture would eliminate the laborious 
task of calculating stress intensity factors for all regions 
of a structure and using them to predict fracture. Additio­
nally, the fracture mechanics approach based on the stress 
intensity factor does not take into account the plastic de­
formation associated with the fracture phenomena in non- 
brittle materials. Since the finite element method can also 
be used to analyze structural problems involving material 
nonlinearities, it seems obvious to employ the method to di­
rectly predict fracture in elasto-plastic materials using a 
realistic stress-strain law.
In the finite element method (FEM), a given structure 
is divided into substructures, called finite elements.
These elements can be of different shapes and sizes (a phy­
sical continuum can be viewed as a collection of smaller 
elements). A typical element is isolated from the collec­
tion and its physical properties, such as the stiffness co­
efficients, are developed using piecewise approximation of 
the variables. Then the discrete set of equations govern­
ing the complete structure are obtained by putting the ele­
ment equations together. Generally, the accuracy of the 
predicted structural response improves with the number of 
elements (i.e., with the decrease of element size), and the 
order of approximation which is used to represent the solu­
tion. With respect to fracture studies, the FEM offers a
unique opportunity to include the effects of the material 
nonlinearities. The inherent flexibility and ease of ap­
plication of the FEM suggests that it is a valuable design 
tool for direct prediction of fracture as well as the res­
ponse of structures in the presence of cracks.
1.4 Brief Review of Pertinent Literature
The finite element method has already been used in 
many studies^"^^ to investigate fracture processes. Most of 
these investigations have centered on examining the local­
ized effects of fracture and the effects of cracks on struc­
tures, rather than on predicting actual catastrophic fail­
ure loads and deflections. Newmanstudied the effects of 
various parameters such as the mesh size, strain hardening, 
and critical strain on finite element fracture prediction; 
however, no experimental results were used for comparison.
On the other hand. Miller et al.̂  ̂presented a finite ele­
ment solution and experimental results for a cracked panel 
under monotonically increasing stress. Unfortunately, the 
finite element predictions did not show close agreement with 
experimental data. These predictions also varied signifi­
cantly with the method of load redistribution at fracture. 
Furthermore, the nodal uncoupling method used by Newman, 
Miller and others is restricted to fracture prediction along 
lines of symmetry.
1.5 Objectives of the Present Study
The present investigation is concerned with the de­
velopment of a finite element program to directly predict 
fracture in non-brittle materials under monotonically in­
creasing loads. The procedure involves the use of a piece- 
wise linearized stress-strain curve, with an incremental 
loading. This study also involved experimental investiga­
tion of fracture to determine the accuracy of the numerical 
predictions. Thus, the goal of this research was to deter­
mine if the finite element method could provide an accurate 
and useable design tool for the analysis of fracture and 
crack growth in practical structures. To accomplish this 
goal, simple, non-trivial two dimensional (plane stress) 
structures under uniaxial loading were considered. This 
study further defines the factors affecting accurate pre­
diction of fracture by the finite element method, and de­
termines if the results obtained by Miller represent typi­
cal errors to be expected by such a method. Accuracy of 





In a continuum, application of loads results in 
stresses. At any point in the structure, there are nine 
stress components; however, only six of them, three normal 
stresses (ô , Oy, and three shearing stresses (Oxy.
Oyz) Gzx), are independent. The stresses induce strains in 
the material. For a three dimensional linear elastic aniso­
tropic material, the six strains Csi) are related to these 
stresses as follows:
Si = 8 ij Gj + QiT (2.1)
where Sij's are the compliance coefficients, Oi's are the 
coefficients of thermal expansion, and T is the temperature 
change. There are 36 compliance coefficients, but due to 
S3rmmetry of Sij only 21 are independent. For isotropic 
materials the number of independent coefficients is two.
Here it is assumed that the material is isotropic and
the temperature changes are negligible. Since only thin
sections are to be modeled, a state of plane stress (with
8
respect to the xy-plane) is assumed to exist in the body. 
That is, Qzz = Ozx = Ozy = In view of these assumptions, 
Eq. (2.1) becomes
^x ~ ^ (®x "WGy)
S  = : -""x)
S z  = - ^  (CTx +  G y )
^xy ( E  ̂^xy 
where E is the modulus of elasticity, and p is Poisson's
ratio. These equations can be inverted to express the
stresses in terms of the strains:
®X " i V  (=̂ X +MSy)
°y = i q p  (Sy (2.3)
°xy = ïljj Exy
Note that equations (2.2) and (2.3) are valid only in the
linear elastic portion of the stress-strain curve.
The kinematic analysis of the body, under the assump­
tion of small displacements, gives the following strain-dis- 
placement equations:
" 5 ^ ’ = 1^’ ^xy = i (|^ + 1^) (2.4)
where u and v denote the displacements along x and y-direc- 
tions, respectively.
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Finally, to complete the description of the equations, 
the equations of equilibrium must be added,
= 0, = 0 (2.5)
wherein the body forces are assumed to be zero. Equations 
(2.3) - (2.5) must be appended with appropriate boundary 
conditions of the problem.
Since this study involves loading of the body through 
the linear elastic, nonlinear elastic and plastic regions of 
the stress-strain curve, we must have a relationship between 
the stresses and strains in these regions. In the present 
study, where aluminum (2024-T3) was used, it is assumed that 
the nonlinear elastic portion is negligibly small.
These two remaining regions are shown in Figu^ 2.1 
for a uniaxial stress state. In the initial linear region, 
the material response is elastic and structures whose loads 
result in stresses in this region will return to their ori­
ginal shape when the loads are removed. Structures loaded 
into the plastic zone, however, take on a permanent set on 
unloading (dashed line of Figure 2.1).
In order to analyze the nonlinearity introduced by 
the plastic response, the curve in Figure 2.1a is divided 
into a series of linear portions as shown in Figure 2.1b, 
with the tangent modulus and incremental Poisson's ratio 
replacing the elastic constants previously mentioned.
Next, the choice of failure criteria to determine 
yield and fracture should be considered. The commonly
1]
used failure criterion- is that of von Mises, which shows the 
best agreement with experimental yield data for metals.
For the case of plane stress, von Mises criterion takes the 
form
(2.6)
where and Gg .̂re the principal stresses, and Oyp is the 
yield stress. If the left hand side is less than yield
does not occur. The surface described by Eq. (2,6) is shown 
in Figure 2.2. Problems arise in extending von Mises’ cri­
terion into the plastic range with the incremental approach 
used in this study (this will be discussed in detail in
Chapter III); therefore, the maximum strain criterion was
used. In this theory, yield occurs when the maximum strain 
exceeds the strain at yield. That is
"'I = ± S p
or Eg = +  Gyp (2.7)
or Gg = + Gyp
where S^, 8 g, and Gg are the principal strains. Conversion 
of these equations to equivalent principal stresses is also 
shown in Figure 2.2. As can be seen, when Oi»a 2 or 
a2»Gi, both theories give approximately the same results. 
Since the stress fields in the parts to be analyzed meet 
this requirement, the use of the maximum strain criterion'is 
justified for this study.
The maximum strain criterion can also be extended 






(a) Actual stress-strain curve
a
G(b) Linearized stress-strain curve
Figiu'e 2.1. Elastoplastic Stress-Strain Curve
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in modulus and finally the fracture.
The principal strains used in Eq. 2,7 can be obtained 
from the following equation:
xy, (2.8)
A similar equation may be used to obtain principal stresses.
With the basic continuum equations developed here, a 
suitable procedure must be employed to obtain a solution.
II.2 The Finite Element Approach
The finite element method (FEM) is employed to solve 
the elasticity equations for each increment of load. Only 
a brief discussion of the method will be presented here; 
however, for a more thorough presentation, see Pef. 12.
The basic element used in this study is the standard 
constant strain triangle (CST) shown in Figure 2.3. The 
element has a total of six displacement degrees of freedom, 
one in each direction at each of three nodes. The displace­
ment field is approximated by the linear relation of the 
form
u = ^u^iy^ (x,y), V =^viMii(x,y) (2.9)
where Uj_, Vĵ are the nodal values of the deflections (at
node i), and the M̂ '̂s are element interpolation functions, 
given by






Figure 2.2. Yield Criteria
Ur
Figure 2.2. Maximum Strain and Von Mises Yield 
Criteria.
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where A= area of the triangle,
V  XjYk - Xk?j' Pi = - ^k’ Vi =
(xi,yi) are the coordinates of node i.
Combining Eqs. (2.4) and (2.9) gives:
X, - Xj, and
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6^1 6^2 0^2 ÔV3 &V3
(2.13)
by ÔX 6y ÔX by ÔX
= [ b ]  { u i
The governing equations for this element are derived 
from a minimization of potential energy (I) for the system.
Ï J  {s}T ja( d v +
vol
Force Terms (2.14)
since fromEq. (2 .3) (in matrix form)
i. j= [e ] { 4 (2.15)
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I = i / |s |Te ]|s [ dv + Force Terms (2.16)
y vol
and substituting from Eq. 2.13,
I = ij jul^Bj’̂Î E ][b j | u j  dv + Force Terms (2.17)
Applying variational methods to this equation to minimize 
I (01=0) results in the governing equation for this system.
F = [ K ] j u j  ( 2 . 1 8 )
i l  r 1where jF> is the force vector, I Kl is the stiffness matrix, 
and |u| is the displacement vector. The form of [k"] results 
from the variation of Eq.(2.17)and is given as
[k] =  j ^[b ]'^e][b ] dv (2.19)
which for the CST element becomes
[k ] = [b]’̂[e][b] At (2.20)
where A is the area and t is the thickness.
The procedure then becomes to assemble the stiffness 
matrix element by element. These are used to assemble
the global stiffness matrix for the entire system. Boundary 
conditions must be applied to the assembled system of equa­
tions of the form of Eq. (2.18) before these equations are 
solved for |u|. If strain or stress values are desired 
Eq. (2.12) and Eq. (2.3) may then be applied..
This procedure is then automated, and the analyst only 
need describe the geometry in terms of elements and nodes 
and boundary conditions.
The programs that incorporate this development are 
described in the next chapter.
CHAPTER III 
FINITE ELEMENT FRACTURE PROGRAMS
III.l Introduction
Three two-dimensional plane stress finite element pro­
grams are developed herein to predict yield and fracture 
under monotonically increasing loads. These programs are:
1. FRACTURE: This finite element program is devel­
oped to analyze point loaded tensile and notched specimens. 
Engineering stress-strain relations are used; however, the 
model geometry is not updated during each load increment.
2. PANEL 1 : This program is a modification of FRAC­
TURE and is used to analyze uniformly loaded panel specimens,
3. PANEL2 : This is a modification of PANEL1 which 
uses incremental geometry changes and true stress-strain 
relationships.
Input was obtained from a mesh generation program, 
and all input data was plotted as a check for errors. All 
of the programs were run on the University of Oklahoma's
Merrick Center IBM 370/158 computer.
17
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The programs contained in this work are not optimized 
or even necessarily efficient from the programming point of 
view.
III.2 Formulation
The basis of the formulation of the programs developed 
herein is that each element of the finite element mesh has 
its own material properties (modulus and Poisson's ratio) 
based on its state of strain. These "local" properties 
should approximate those of the actual structure. Further­
more, these properties will be those of a uniaxial tensile 
test specimen of the same material under the same state of 
strain; that is, when an element has a principal strain 
equal to the uniaxial yield strain of the material, the ele­
ment yields (changes tangent modulus and Poisson's ratio).
In a similar manner, an element fractures (changes modulus 
to zero) when its maximum principal strain is equal to the 
strain at which the tensile specimen fractures.
To apply these concepts to an operational program, it 
is necessary to have the entire stress-strain curve from 
the elastic region all the way to fracture (while stress- 
strain curves are readily available, strain at fracture is 
not). The stress-strain curve is then divided into a series 
of linear segments as shown in Figure 3.1. From this lin­
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Figure 3.1. Linear Approximation of a Stress-Strain Curve.
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where and are the engineering stress and strain, res­
pectively.
The values of Poisson’s ratio ( p ) in the plastic
range were calculated from the equation given by Bert, Mills, 
13and Hyler as proposed by Nadair^^
11= i - a  -Jfe)(Es/Ee) (3.2)
where Pg is the elastic Poisson's ratio. Eg is the secant 
modulus, and Eg is the elastic modulus. For any section, 
the secant modulus is taken as the average stress in the 
interval divided by the average strain in that interval; 
that is.
Therefore, the incremental Poisson's ratio (pi') becomes
These material properties along with the terminal 
strains (Gj_) for each interval are stored in the program 
and referenced by an element material pointer. The proper­
ties for a fractured element are also stored, with the tan­
gent modulus set to zero and Poisson's ratio equal to 0.5. 
As an example Table 3.1 gives the tabulated steel and alum­
inum properties used in the program FRACTURE.
With the material properties tabulated and referenced 
by strain level, the material nonlinearity of the problem
21
TABLE 3.1
EXAMPLE OF TABULATED MATERIAL PROPERTIES
Pointer Region Ei Mi Si
1,1* Elastic 29000000. 0.318 0.00200
1,2 Elastic 10500000. 0.313 0.00472
2,2 1st yield 1183000. 0.375 0.00753
3,2 2nd yield 462000. 0.443 0.01814
4,2 3rd yield 271000. 0.467 0.03286
5,2 4th yield 152000. 0.484 0.07817
6,2 5th yield 65000. 0.491 0.14291
7,2 Fracture 0. 0.500 999.
*First r==Region, Second #=Material (l=Steel, 2==Aluminum)
is approximated by considering the structure to be analyzed 
as a composite of a finite number (n) of elements with ap­
propriate properties. At the start of the analysis, the 
entire composite is assumed to have the same properties 
(those of the elastic portion of the stress-strain curve).
As the load increases, one element (say the k-th element) 
will reach a total principal strain value equal to the yield 
strain. This element's properties (modulus and Pois­
son's ratio) are modified; therefore, the composition of 
the structure is n-1 elastic elements and one element with 
a reduced (plastic) modulus. Since the response of each 
element is again linear, the usual elastic finite element
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analysis can be used until another element yields or the 
element reaches the strain at which mext modulus change 
occurs. The process is repeated until at least one element 
fractures. The total load to this point is the sum of the 
incrementally applied loads, and the total deflections at 
any node are the sum of the incremental deflections.
At fracture, the procedure described above must be 
modified, since the loads carried by the fractured element 
to this point must now be carried by the remaining structure. 
In Ref. 10 and 11 the crack is advanced by removing the con­
straint at the fractured node and redistributing the force 
on that node to the remaining nodes along the appropriate 
line of symmetry; however, as Millerllpoints out, there is 
no obvious rationale which appears to govern the redistri­
bution, while the effects of the redistribution method are 
significant. In the present program, a new and completely 
general procedure is applied. When an element reaches the 
strain for transition to fracture, the structure is unloaded 
following the elastic response of the unfractured specimen 
while retaining each element's progress along the stress- 
strain curve. It is then reloaded with the fracture sur­
face extended. Any effects due to compression during this 
unloading are ignored since the actual structure never under­
goes this unload reload cycle. If the main diagonal stiff­
ness coefficient corresponding to a node is reduced to zero 
(the node is unconnected) as a result of a modulus change
at fracture, the node is constrained.
If another element fractures before the maximum load 
is reachieved, then the crack growth is unstable but may be­
come stable again if the load subsequently increases over 
the previous maximum fracture load. Figure 3.2 illustrates 
this procedure for a stress-strain curve with 3 linear plas­
tic regions. A sample mesh at a crack tip is shown in 
Figure 3.2 along with four sample elements numbered. The 
bottom four curves are plots of typical stress-strain res­
ponses of the four elements as load increases. Numbers 
along the curves indicate the load level at that point. At 
level 1, element 1 at the crack tip enters the first yield 
region. There is less stress (strain) concentration at the 
other three elements; therefore, they advance only partially 
along the elastic portion of the curve. At load level 2, 
element 1 changes modulus again, even before any of the 
other three elements have yielded for the first time. The 
load continues to increase to level 3, at which point the 
principal strain of element 2 indicates it has reached the 
transition strain for first yield. This continues through 
levels 4, 5, and 6. At level 7, element 1 has reached the 
fracture strain. The entire model is then unloaded (arti­
ficially) . The modulus for element 1 is set to zero and 
reloading begins with all unfractured elements having an 
elastic modulus. Stress remains at the unloaded value for 














Figure 3.2. Typical Element Response, "Zero Sfodulus-Itoload Reload" Ifethod
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for element 1, however, continue to increase. At level 8 
element 4 changes modulus for the first time. At level 9, 
the stress and strain, but not the load, at element 2 equals 
the equivalent values at level 7. Here the element's prop­
erties, just at the elastic values, return to those of yield 
zone 2. Elements 3 and 4 retain the elastic modulus and 
Poisson's ratio. At level 10, element 2 enters the 3rd 
yield zone and at 11, element 4 enters the 2nd yield zone.
At level 12, element 2 fractures and the structure is again 
artificially unloaded. Note that element 3 properties have 
remained elastic since element 1 fractured. At 13, reload­
ing has begun but at a slower rate for element 3 due to the 
low strain behind the crack tip. If the load at level 12 
is larger than the load at 7, then fracture at 7 is stable. 
On the other hand, if load 7 exceeds level 12, then fracture 
is unstable. This process continues until the stiffness 
matrix is no longer invertable.
The "zero modulus-unload reload" method just described 
has the following advantages over the nodal release-load 
redistribution approach of Ref. 10 and 11:
1. The method of redistribution is not arbitrary, 
but based on cracked specimen geometry.
2. Failures can occur anywhere in the model. With 
sufficiently small elements, the zero modulus elements act 
as the crack. Not only is the nodal release method incap­
able of predicting general crack growth, it is specifically
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restricted to the study of fracture along axes of symmetry.
3. The "zero modulus-unload reload" method described 
herein is element oriented, whereas the load redistribution 
method is node oriented. Since only deflections are speci­
fied at the nodes and stresses and strains are specified 
over the elements, stress or strain data must be arbitrarily 
distributed to the nodes in the load redistribution method 
so that the failure criteria may be applied.
The current method does require the extra time used 
to unload and reload the structure.
This study uses maximum strain criteria both for 
yielding and fracture. Newman^^ and Miller et a l . both use 
maximum strain for fracture, but use von Mises criteria for 
yielding. A problem with the stress formulation of von Mises 
criteria is that not all practical materials ( for example 
mild steel) have unique strains for a given stress. Thus 
if the material stress-strain curve is as shown in Figure 3.3, 
and one linearized section is taken from a to b, then the 
modulus for section ab is zero. The incremental stress for 
an element with properties in this portion of the curve will 
always be zero. Therefore, under the stress formulation of 
von Mises criteria, the stress will never advance past point 
b. This problem could be circumvented by reformulating 
von Mises criteria in terms of strain. Since the specimens 
for this study were uniaxially loaded and the minimum stress 




Figure 3.3. Stress-Strain Curve with Zero Modulus Section.
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criteria and von Mises criteria are very similar, and there­
fore, this reformulation was not attempted. It should be 
remembered, however, that for geometries and/or loadings 
which result in approximately equal principal stresses, the 
principal strain criteria used in this program will intro­
duce significant error.
As described in Chapter II, the programs developed 
here utilize a standard constant strain (linear deflection) 
triangular element, CST, under plane stress conditions.
This element enables the use of a large number of elements 
in a given area with minimum storage requirements and mesh 
refinement is easier to accomplish. The predicted rate of 
crack growth must be independent of the element size (crack 
growth of 0.001 inches cannot be predicted using elements 
with sides 0.1 inches long); therefore, many small elements 
are needed along anticipated crack paths. If higher order 
elements (e.g., the linear strain triangle) are used in such 
a dense mesh, storage requirements become excessive. There­
fore, the simplest two dimensional element (the CST) is used,
In the experimental procedure, the tensile specimens 
are loaded through a steel pin in the center of the head of 
the specimens. To realistically simulate this composite 
structure, the finite element analysis includes the pin as 
part of the system. One half of the pin is divided into 
six elements in the one quadrant models, and a full pin is 
divided into twelve elements in the half specimen models.
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A unit load is applied to the center of the pin to distrib­
ute the load. In programs PANEL 1 and PANEL 2, the load is 
uniformly distributed to the nodes along the edge of the 
panel,
III.3 Description of the Computer Programs
Each of the three programs consists of a main program 
and six major subroutines as shown in Figure 3.4. Subrou­
tines FAIL and CHANGE are the only routines not common to a 
standard elastic finite element analysis. Appendix I con­
tains a listing of FRACTUEE with significant differences 
between FRACTUEE, PANELl, and PANEL2 discussed in this 
section.
The main program first calls IREAD, which reads in the 
geometric description (nodal locations and element conduc­
tivity) from the mesh generator as well as the nodal con­
straints. I RE AD also prints out the data as a check on 
proper input.
The subroutine PROP sets up the material property mat­
rix. This matrix contains the modulus, Poisson's ratio, and 
strain for next transition indexed by a pointer and type of 
material. Recall that programs FRACTURE and PANEL use mater­
ial properties that are based on the engineering stress- 
strain relation while program PANEL2 uses the true stress- 
strain relation. The subroutines IREAD and PROP are called
30
CALL lEEAD 
(BEAD IN MESH DATA)





















</  CALL FAIL \(FIND NEXT ELEMENTS \  TO YIELD OR \
FRACTURE AND /
\IOAD INCREMENT) /
< CALL CHANG \  (UPDATES MATERIAL \  PROPERTIES BOR /  
FAILED ELEMENTS) /
Figure 3.4. Flow Chart for the Program FRACTURE.
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only once in the program and no further reference is made 
to them later in the program.
The subroutine ASSEM assembles the element stiffness 
properties to obtain the global stiffness matrix, GSTIF.
For each element, ASSEM calls STIFF which calculates the 
element stiffness matrix. The global stiffness is stored 
in a banded form in the interest of storage and computational 
efficiency. The appropriate boundary conditions on the 
nodal deflections are then applied by calling the subroutine 
BNDRY. Finally, a check is made to insure that no main di­
agonal terms are zero. This occurs if the stiffness con­
tribution of each element touching the node is zero; if 
any diagonal term is zero, the node is condensed out by 
BNDRY.
Subroutine SOLVEl solves the banded system of equa­
tions,
F = f x l  u (3.4)
for the unknown displacements |u|. Here <F( is the nodal
r 1 ' 'force vector and IK] is the global stiffness matrix. The 
program was originally developed using a Gauss-Seidel iter­
ative solution technique since [k | and |u| change very little 
from load increment to increment. This eliminates the need 
to reassemble the stiffness matrix for each load increment. 
For a small mesh, the iterative method converged rapidly 
for the first few iterations, but the time required for accu­
rate solutions greatly exceeded that required for the Gauss
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elimination method. As a result, the Gauss elimination 
method was used exclusively in this study; however, for the 
very large meshes used in the following chapters, this iter­
ative scheme may deserve more attention. When the specimen 
fails, the stiffness matrix is no longer invertable and the 
computation is terminated. The load matrix for FRACTUEE 
consists of a unit load applied to the center node of the 
pin (used to distribute the load to the specimen) in the lon­
gitudinal direction. For the PANEL programs, where the 
specimen is uniformly loaded, the unit load is divided be­
tween the top five nodes of the specimen in ratios of 1/8, 
1/4, 1/4, 1/4, and 1/8 starting from the edge node. Double 
precision is used in this subroutine and throughout the pro­
gram to reduce roundoff errors.
Subroutine FAIL is the first non-standard subroutine 
of FRACTURE; i.e., it cannot be found with the usual finite 
element analysis programs. First, FAIL calculates the unit 
strains in the x and y directions along with the shear 
strains for each element. These are a function of the de­
flections calculated in SOLVEl. The first time through 
FAIL, all elements are in the elastic range and the initial 
strains are zero. Therefore, the principal strains for a 
unit load are calculated and the load at first yield is 
taken to be the tabulated strain at first yield divided by 
the maximum principal strain for a unit load. Next, the 
unit strains are multiplied by the calculated load to obtain
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the total strains for each element at first yield.
For subsequent calls to FAIL, the total strains for 
each element are not zero and their directions are not the 
same as those of the incremental strains. This makes di­
rect calculation of the next yield or fracture load impos­
sible; therefore, an incremental scheme must be used to 
predict the next load increment. This is accomplished by 
storing the next strain for modulus change for each element 
in an array called ECS, and calculating the incremental 
principal strain (DEPR) and total principal strain (EPRI).
If the incremental principal strains are in the same direc­
tion as the total principal strains, the incremental load 
(LI) for the next failure is given by
LI = ( ECS - EPRI )/ DEPR (3.5)
Since EPRI and DEPR are not in general in the same direction, 
Eq. (3.5) is only an approximation. This calculation is 
made for each element and the smallest load increment is then 
used as the trial load increment which will cause the next 
element to change modulus. In order to reduce the compu­
tational time, this increment may be increased to cause 
more elements to fail for each solution of Eq. (3.4). With 
the incremental load now calculated, the total strains are 
set equal to the previous total strains plus the incremental 
strains times the incremental load. The total principal 
strains for each element are then calculated and compared
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with the tabulated strains for next modulus change. If no 
elements exceed the next change strains, the incremental 
strains are again multiplied by the incremental load and 
added to the total strains. The principal strains are again 
calculated and are compared to the tabulated values. The 
cycle continues until at least one value of the tabulated 
maximum allowable strain for the interval is exceeded. All 
such elements are printed along with the new total load and 
the corresponding property intervals. If only yielding has 
occurred, control is returned to the main program. If frac­
ture has occurred, the total strains are reduced by the elas­
tic response due to a unit load times the total load at frac­
ture, and then control is returned to the main program.
Subroutine CHANG was originally conceived to update 
the global stiffness matrix for failed elements in conjunc­
tion with the SOLVE (Gauss-Seidel) iterative routine. Since 
the entire stiffness matrix must now be regenerated (because 
it is changed during the Gauss elimination in SOLVEl) for 
each pass, the function of CHANG has been reduced to up­
dating the material pointer for failed elements. Element 
thickness was also updated in CHANG for the PANEL2 program.
The program continues to cycle from ASSEM to SOLVEl 
to FAIL to CHANG until the stiffness matrix can no longer 




After the present study was undertaken, and the FRAC­
TUEE program was completed, the article by Miller^^ on frac­
ture prediction became available. Miller's work raised two 
questions pertinent to the present study. First, can the 
present program improve on Miller's prediction of fracture 
load, and second, can the program accurately predict the ex­
perimental results presented by Miller?
To answer these questions and to determine the parame­
ters that effect FEM fracture prediction, a modification of 
FRACTURE, called PANELl, was made. The essential differences 
between FRACTURE and PANELl, the method of load application 
and the size of the incremental load steps, are minor. A 
third program, PANEL2, used true stress-strain relations 
and updated geometric coordinates and element thicknesses 
for each load increment.
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IV.2 Finite Element Analysis
Due to the geometric and loading symmetry of the panel, 
only one quadrant of the panel is used in the finite element 
analysis. Figure 4.1a shows the dimensions of the 0.10", 
2024-T3 aluminum test panel. A nonuniform finite element 
mesh of the panel is shown in Figure 4.1b. To predict the 
response at the crack tip more accurately, further refine­
ment was made there, as shown in Figure 4.1c. The crack- 
tip portion is blown up in Figure 4.Id to show the mesh de­
tails. The stress-strain curve data for the material was 
obtained from published datais. Some error is introduced by 
this selection since the exact material properties are not 
known. The stress-strain curve was then divided into one 
elastic and three linearly plastic regions. The panel was 
first analyzed using a coarse mesh. Subsequent refinements 
of the mesh were made at the crack tip. The loads predicted 
by each of these meshes are shown in Figure 4.2 as a function 
of the minimum element area at the crack tip. Entry into 
each plasticity region of the stress-strain curve is shown 
by the lower three curves with initial fracture and final 
fracture shown in the top curves. The horizontal line repre­
sents Miller's^^ experimental results. The elements on the 
right side of the figure are too large to predict stable 
fracture; therefore, only initial fracture is shown in this 
area. As can be seen in the figure, as element size becomes 
smaller at the tip, the load at entry into each of the
37
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CRACKFigure 4.1. Cracked Panel Dimensions 
and EEM Models.
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Figure 4.1d. Details of the Fine Mesh (c).
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plasticity regions decreases, and the predicted final frac­
ture curve converges to the experimental value. Note that 
there is no significant difference in the present solution 
and that of Miller's for equivalent mesh sizes. The large 
differences between Miller's experimental and numerical re­
sults appears to be due solely to the refinement of the mesh. 
While the methods do appear to have similar accuracies, it 
should be remembered from earlier discussions that Miller's 
method only applies to failure along lines of symmetry, and 
load redistribution procedures are arbitrary.
For stable fracture prediction, the mesh not only 
needs to be refined at the crack tip, but also along the 
projected crack path. The element meshes for the data 
shown in Figure 4.2 are basically the same except for re­
finements at the crack tip. The mesh shown in Figures 
4.1c and 4.Id, however, is refined along the entire path 
of anticipated stable fracture. While the element size at 
the crack tip is larger for this fine mesh than those at 
the extreme left of Figure 4.2, the predictions are more 
accurate as can be seen in Figure 4.3. This refined mesh 
also predicted the crack growth as a function of load as 
shown in Figure 4.4. While no experimental data is available 
to confirm these predictions, it is interesting to note that 
each increment of crack growth advanced over several nodes.
Element orientation also plays a role in fracture load 
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This difference in element orientation accounts for the 
slight upswing near the middle of Figure 4.2.
Finally, the program shows the material state of each 
element as the load increases. This data is plotted at se­
lected load intervals in Figure 4.6. Part (a) shows the 
initial formation of the plastic zone at a load of 10,000 
pounds. As the load increases to 20,000 pounds (Part (b)), 
the region of the specimen with properties in the first 
plasticity section increases and a small region in the 
second and third sections begin to form at the crack tip. 
Part (c) shows the expansion of all three regions just prior 
to initial fracture. One quadrant of the specimen is also 
shown in (c) to indicate the relative size of the plasticity 
zones. Figure 4.6d shows the plasticity zones after a sig­
nificant amount of stable cracking. Note that after initial 
fracture and unloading, an element may go directly from an 
elastic response into any of the plasticity sections depend­
ing on its previous progress along the stress-strain curve 
(strain hardening). Note also that the plasticity zone is 
still increasing in size as the crack advances. In Figures 
4.6e and 4.6f the plasticity zones move partially outside 
the magnified area of the crack tip with the region shown 
in Figure 4.6f being the plasticity zone at fracture.
PANEL2 was also used to analyze several panel meshes 
to determine the effects of using true stress-strain and 
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significant improvement was noted; therefore, only the engi­
neering stress-strain programs, PANELl and FRACTURE, were 
used in the subsequent analyses.
IV. 3 Cracked Panel Summary
The analysis of a centrally cracked panel under mono- 
tonically increasing load using the modified finite element 
program, PANEL, demonstrated that unstable fracture predic­
tion using the FEM is highly dependent on the mesh size 
at the crack tip. Additionally, the prediction of stable 
fracture requires that a suitably refined mesh be extended 
along the entire length of the anticipated crack growth.
For monotonically increasing load, accurate predictions 





As mentioned in Chapter IV, the fracture prediction 
programs require stress-strain data all the way to ultimate 
load. This data is not generally published for the high 
strain range. Even if it were, the scatter in properties 
might introduce error into the analysis since published 
stress capabilities are normally statistical minimums. 
Therefore, the entire stress-strain curve was determined 
experimentally for the 2024-T3 sheet from which experimental 
specimens were fabricated. This data was converted to sec­
tional modulus and Poisson's ratio which were then used in 
the program. Models of the tensile test specimens were also 





The stress-strain relation for the 0.125 inch thick, 
2024-T3 alnminum sheet used in the fractured specimen analy­
sis (Chapter VI) was obtained from uniaxial tensile tests 
on specimens whose dimensions are shown in Figure 5.1,
These specimens were loaded to fracture on a Riehle test 
machine which provides calibrated load data. Pin to pin de­
flections for the specimens were obtained from a spring 
loaded potentiometer attached to the pins. These deflec­
tions were recorded as a function of the applied load. The 
resultant load-deflection curves are plotted in Figure 5.2.
The loads (L) were converted to engineering stress (a) 
by dividing by the original cross sectional area (Ag) :
o- = L / Ag (5.1)
Only pin to pin deflection data was obtained to avoid 
damage to instrumentation when specimens were loaded to cat­
astrophic failure. It was therefore necessary to adjust 
the pin to pin deflection (Dpp) to a gage deflection (Dg). 
This was accomplished by selecting a two inch gage length 
on the neck section and assuming that outside this region 
the material remained elastic. An elastic finite element 
program, based on published Young's modulus and Poisson's • 
ratio,was then used to determine the relative elastic 
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as a function of load. Calling this deflection Dy, the gage 
deflection is approximated by
Dg(L) = Dpp(L) -  2 . 0  Dj.(L) L ( 5 . 2 )
The factor two in Eq. (5.2) results from there being two pin
to gage boundary regions. While, as will be shown shortly, 
some plastic region exists outside of this gage region, the 
error is considered small. This results in a strain (s) of 
the form
S = Dg/2.0 (5.3)
or, in view of (5.2),
e =  (D p p /2 .0 )  -  Dr L ( 5 . 4 )
The resulting stress-strain curve is shown as the solid line 
in Figure 5.3. Note that the strain at fracture was init­
ially determined from the 0.824 inch width specimen. The 
stress-strain curve was then approximated by the six linear 
sections as shown in Figure 5.3.
V.3 Finite Element Analysis
The finite element models from the mesh generator 
program were run in the FRACTUEE program to test its ability 
to duplicate the load deflection curves which generated the 
stress-strain data used in the program. Figure 5.4a shows 
the original coarse mesh and Figure 5.4b shows a medium 
mesh. The medium mesh is refined in the area of the fillet 
and pin sections. The fine mesh is used at the midsection
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(a) OOAESE MESH (b) MEDIUM MESH
Figure 5.4. Tensile Test ÎEM ifodels.
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in both models in anticipation of fracture in this area. 
Again, only one quadrant of the specimen was modeled due 
to symmetry.
Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the results of the 
FEM analysis with the experimental loads and deflections.
For the 0.824 inch wide specimen (used to obtain the stress- 
strain curve for the program), the results obtained from 
both meshes are very accurate; however, the medium mesh, 
with refinements in the pin and fillet areas, gives slightly 
more accurate results in the elastic and fracture regions.
A further refinement of the mesh in the neck area was found 
to have negligible effect on the results. The results ob­
tained for 0.759 inch wide coarse model shows good agree­
ment with experimental results except at fracture, even 
though the material properties were obtained from the wider 
specimen. When a medium mesh (results not shown for clarity) 
was run for the 0.759" model, fracture occurred at approxi­
mately the same deflection as the 0.824" model, as opposed 
to the larger deflection of the test specimen. This sug­
gests that, if the FEM analysis is assumed to be correct, 
the difference in deflections at fracture for the two ex­
perimental specimens is not accurate; indeed, the difference 
was traced to a slight anomaly in width of the 0.824" speci­
men. To compensate, the 0.824" load-deflection curve was 
extrapolated out to the 0.759" deflection at failure, and 


















Figure 5.5. FEM Load Deflection Predictions for Tensile Test 
Specimens.
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stress-strain data. The medium mesh was then used in the 
program with the new yield region 5 material properties. 
Correlation with the experimental results was much better.
The remaining difference is most probably due to the fact 
that the deflection at fracture should be higher for the
0.824" specimen than for the 0.759" specimen since there is 
additional deflection in the elastic region for the 0.824" 
specimen due to its increased load carrying capability at 
fracture. The adjusted stress-strain curve was then used 
for the fracture studies of Chapter VI.
Not only did the program demonstrate the ability to 
accurately predict the load-deflection curves which generated 
its material properties, it also yielded the following impor­
tant and useful data: First, note on Figure 5.5 that local 
yielding occurred well before yielding became apparent in 
the load deflection curve. Second, the program provided 
data on the progression of yield through the specimen. Fig­
ure 5.6 shows the smoothed yield response. Initial yielding 
occurs at the fillet as shown in Figure 5.6a. At a load of 
approximately 1000 pounds below the apparent yield, this 
region spreads through the fillet area and begins at the 
edge of the pin (while the yielding at the pin was con­
firmed by measuring the hole after fracture, the coarse­
ness of the mesh in this region may not have given an accu­
rate map of the yield zone). In Figure 5.6c, one element 
at the fillet has moved into the second yield region, the
IDAD = 
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fillet yield region has expanded, and yielding has begnn on 
the center axis. In Figure 5.6d, the neck area is almost 
entirely involved in the first yield region. The two large 
white areas in the neck are still elastic. In Figure 5.6e, 
the entire neck is involved in the first yield region, the 
second yield region at the fillet is expanding, and second 
yield has occurred at the center axis. The second region 
at the fillet is expanding in Fig. 5.6f, g and h with the 
first yield region moving up to the base of the neck while 
the first yield zone spreads at the pin. In Figure 5.6i, 
third yield (dark area) is progressing in much the same 
way as the second did in Figure 5.6f. Also in Figure 5.6i, 
the second yield region is entered at the pin. Figure 5.6j 
and k show the further expansion of the third yield zone with 
Figure 5.6(1) showing the beginning of the fourth yield re­
gion. The first, second, and third yield zones are com­
pressed toward the base of the neck as zone four expands in 
Figure 5.6m and n, with the pin zone continuing to expand. 
Fifth yield initiates from the center axis as shown in 
Figure 5.6(o). In Figure 5.6p the pin zone increases fur­
ther along with the fifth yield region while zones one, two, 
three and four are pushed further toward the base of the 
neck. Initial fracture occurs in Figure 5.6q initiating 
from the center axis and propagating unstablely to the edge 
as shown in Figure 5.6r. Note that the FEM prediction for 
fracture load is 99.5% of the experimentally obtained load.
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Third, as mentioned above, the FEM analysis predicted an 
initiation and unstable propagation of the crack from a 
point on the longitudinal centerline of the specimen. This 
phenomenon was confirmed on the test specimens by placing 
the fractured surfaces together and observing that the end 
sections fit together while the center sections did not.
This is due to the increased plastic strain on the outer 
sections after the center section failed and unloaded. Fail­
ure of mildly notched tensile specimens from the center axis 
has also been reported by Drucker.^^ Since initial yield 
occurred at the fillet, and fracture initiated on the center 
axis, it can readily be seen that fracture initiation loca­
tion can not be predicted by using the maximum elastic stress 
location. Fourth, while the mesh was refined on the mid­
section in anticipation of failure along the centerline, 
the FEM prediction showed that fracture occurred off the mid­
section centerline as shown in Figure 5.6r. Each of the 
tensile test specimens also broke along a line off the cen­
terline. Figure 5.7 shows the location of fracture predicted 
by the FEM analysis and as occured in the tensile tests.
The test specimens failed on a 45° line through the thick­
ness. This is the scatter band shown in the figure with 
the experimental location shown in both the deflected and 
undeflected geometries. Note that the FEM prediction indi­
cates that a perfect specimen would break into three pieces. 
As can be seen, the FEM accurately predicts the failure loca­
tion.
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Finally, the load and deflection at fracture for both 
the experimental test and the FEM analysis are shown in 
Table 5.1. The load predictions for the medium mesh models 
are extremely accurate (less than three percent for the 
0.759" specimen and less than one percent for the 0.824" 
specimen), and deflections are also a good approximation of 
measured values (about four percent and one percent for the 
two respective specimens). As previously discussed, accu­
rate prediction of fracture deflection is highly dependent 
on accurate material maximum strain data.
V.4 Tensile Test Analysis Summary
The finite element program, FEACTÜEE, demonstrated 
the following capabilities for the analysis of two tensile 
test specimens:
1. Ability to predict load-deflection curves,
2. Ability to demonstrate the importance of local 
material properties,
3. Ability to provide data on the complete field re­
sponse for the specimen, thus a better understanding of the 
failure process,
4. Ability to predict fracture initiation location, 
both with respect to the midsection and longitudinal axis, 
and













Figure 5.7. Crack Locations, FEM Predictions and Experimental Results for Tensile Test Specimen.
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TABLE 5.1
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND FEM LOADS










EXPERIMENTAL 7180 0.3750 7580 0.3125
COARSE
MESH
6953 0.2928 7532 0.3035
PERCENT
ERROR
3.16 21.92* 0.63 2.88
MEDIUM
MESH
7015 0.3588 7539 0.3158
PERCENT
ERROR
2.30 4.32 0.54 1.06




The tensile test specimen analysis demonstrated the 
effectiveness of the current method in predicting experimen­
tal behavior for mild stress concentrations and the panel 
study showed that for sufficiently fine meshes, this method 
can also predict load at fracture in specimens with severe 
stress concentrations (cracks). Unfortunately, no experi­
mental deflection data was presented for the panel study; 
therefore, the ability of the program to predict load de­
flection curves for severely notched specimens could not be 
addressed without further testing. To obtain the needed 
data, three tensile test specimens were notched and loaded 
to fracture. Comparisons of this experimental data and the 





The testing procedure for notched specimens was the 
same as that presented in Chapter V, and the three specimens 
tested were made from blanks of the same dimensions as the 
0.824" wide specimen of Chapter V. Sharp notches of lengths 
0.008", 0.023", and 0.129" were then introduced in the blanks 
on one edge of the neck at the centerline. The 0.008" and
0.023" cracks were obtained using an X-Acto knife blade, 
and the 0.129" crack was machined on a band saw with the 
final tip also being formed by an X-Acto knife.
VI.3 Finite Element Analysis
Introduction of the single edge notch (SEN) in the 
specimen removed one plane of symmetry necessitating the 
use of a two quadrant finite element model. The overall 
mesh is shown in Figure 6.1a with details for the different 
crack lengths shown in Figure 6.1b, c, and d.
Figure 6.2 shows the same type of result that was dem­
onstrated in Chapter IV, Figure 4.2; that is, the accuracy 
of the FEM predictions of fracture load is highly dependent 
on the element size at the tip of the crack.
The load deflection curves for two different size 
elements are shown in Figure 6.3. Note that the shape of 
the predicted curves are essentially the same. With large 
elements at the tip, the CST elements can not model the large
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gradients at the tip, and therefore, the load and deflec­
tion exceed the experimental values. The slight upward 
trend in the load for the finer mesh is due to the size of 
the minimum load increments used to reduce the computational 
time. As the mesh is refined, the computational time in­
creases due to increased band width of the stiffness matrix 
and the increased number of nodes and elements. The compu­
tational time can be reduced by increasing the minimum load 
increment; however, the predicted load and deflection at 
fracture are affected since elements tend to remain stiffen 
during the loading process.
The load deflection curves for the three different 
size notches are shown in Figure 6.4. The results improve 
as the crack size increases. This can be attributed to in­
creasing the minimum load increment to allow enough time to 
advance the crack along the additional specimen width for 
smaller cracks. Also the deflections are slightly low for 
each given load. This same effect can be observed in Fig­
ure 5.5 for the tensile specimen coarse mesh. As discussed 
in Chapter V, the tensile predictions were improved by re­
fining the mesh in the area of the fillet and pin.
Finally, the yield regions for a 0.023" initial crack 
size are plotted for selected loads in Fibure 6.5. The 
initial yield zone formation is shown in Figure 6.5a and b. 
Figure 6.5c and d show the first, second, third and fourth 





ENLAHŒD VIEW SHCM 
IN FIG. 6.1b, c AND 
d
Figure 6.1, lEM Ifodels of Cracked Specimens.
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(b) Detail of Afesh for 0.008 In. Crack
(c) Detail of Mesh for 0.023 In. Crack
(d) Detail of Mesh for 0.129 In. Crack
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Figure 6.4. Load Deflection Curves for Cracked Specimen Analysis.
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CRAŒ = 0.023 m.
Figure 6.5a. Yield Regions, Load = 1806 LB.
i _________________
Figure 6.5b. Yield Regions, Load = 3020 IB.
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Figure 6.5c. Yield Regions, Load = 4000 LB.
Figure 6.5d. Yield Regions, Load = 4500 LB.
Figure 6.5e. Yield Regions, Load = 5000 IB.
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i
Figure 6.5f. Yield Eegions, Load = 5000 LB, Overall Results.
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Figure 6.5g. Yield Etions, Load = 5200 LB.
Figure 6.5h. Yield Eegions, Load = 5325 IB.
Figure 6.5i. Yield Eegions, Load = 5433 LB.
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Figure 6.5j. Yield Etions, Load = 5433 IB, Overall Results.
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load that corresponds to Fig. 6.5c, yielding also begins at 
the hole. The first yield zone extends past the enlarged 
area of the figure (as shown in Figure 6.5e) with the entire 
specimen shown in Figure 6.5f for the same load. Figures 
6.5g, h and i show the further advance of the yield zones 
as load increases. At load level corresponding to Figure 
6.5g, all five zones are present. In Figure 6.5h, the speci­
men has reached the load at which initial fracture occurs and 
Figure 6.5i shows the zones just prior to unstable fracture. 
Notice that the entire neck, except at the tip, is in the 
second yield region.
VI.4 Cracked Specimen Analysis Summary
The FEM analysis of the sharply notched specimens des­
cribed in this chapter further verifies the abilities demon­
strated in the previous two chapters, and confirms the abil­




The finite element program developed during this study 
has been shown to predict load deflection curves, load and 
deflection at fracture, fracture paths, initiation sites, 
crack growth, and stable or unstable crack propagation. The 
accuracy of the method is highly dependent on the element 
size along the crack path. The use of properly refined 
meshes yields accurate results.
The method is completely general in that it can anal­
yze any two-dimensional isotropic structure subjected to 
plane stress and uniaxial loading. The loading restriction 
can be removed by substituting a failure criterion which is 
more suitable than the maximum strain criterion. While this 
method represents a valuable design tool for a limited class 
of problems, it more importantly demonstrates the potential 
of the finite element method for the direct prediction of 
fracture. The current program required only minor altera­
tions to a standard plane stress finite element program to
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give accurate analysis of elasto-plastic fracture problems. 
Since finite element programs have already been written to 
analyze plane strain, three dimensional and thermal loading 
problems, if similar modifications could be made to these 
programs, then it would be possible to directly predict 
fracture for these cases under monotonically increasing 
load. The only restriction on this approach appears to be 
the computer storage and computational time. These become 
less significant as the program effectiveness improves, re­
finements such as substructuring are incorporated, better 
solution techniques are found, and as computer capabilities 
continue to expand.
The direct prediction of cyclic fracture would be an 
even more valuable application of the approach contained in 
this work. Again the basic procedures developed in this 
study should apply with appropriate modifications.
Each of these capabilities needs to be verified, but 
the excellent results obtained in the present study suggest 
that the concept is valid and worthy of further development. 
The rewards for such a work could be enormous.
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APPENDIX I
THE FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM, FRACTURE
This appendix contains the finite element FRACTURE.
























OV R,G. ÜELIE» 11 APR IL 1978
A FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM WITH ELASTOPLASTIC CRITERIA TO PREDICT CRACK GROWTH IN MONOTONICALLY LOADED PLANAR STRUCTURES
MODIFICATIONS OF SUUROUTINES WRITTEN av J.N# REOOV ARE ANNOTATED 4444
IMPLICIT R E A L #61A-H#0-Z1
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3 •EVEL|000>«E2ELiaOO|»GXYELie001*B(000«3>»C<600«3)«ECHC600ftNRHAKS900NCMAXS62NRMAXH3NRMAX/2NEHMAX»600NDF=2NPE = 3ITFA1L»0FLOAD=0#0XLOAO-0 *0IT1ME»1
CALL IR£AD(NNH»N£M«NHMAX«NCNAX•NOFtNPE»NBOV«NHDW.NEQ«NRHAXH* 1NEMMAX.X#Y,NUD#YUDV.lUDY,ISTYPEl
CALL PROP(ET,XNUT#STRAIN•lEP«NEMHAX•ECHI
2 CALL AbSEM(NNH«NEHtNRMAX«NCHAXiNOF•NPE»NUOYtNHDW»NEQ*NRMAXH* 
1NLMMAX,X#V.NOO.GST IF.d#C. V8DY•iODV•ET.XNUT.lEP.ITFAlL.CCH.I TIME* 2STRAIN)
CALL SOLVEl(NRMAX.NCHAX.NEQtNHUW.GSTlF.Ul
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120 CONTINUE 130 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 150 CONTINUE....  IMPOSE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ......
DO 170 1=1,NDDV 1£»10DY<11 VE=VOOVU 1
170 CALL ÜNDRV (NRMAX.NCMAX,NEO.NHOM*GST:f.GF.lE.VEl DO lUO 1=1«NEQIFIGSTIFI1.11.NE.0.0100 TO .160 *CALL ÜNORV(NRHAX.NCHAX.NEO.NHBW.GSTlP.OF.l.O.Ol WRITE(6.90011 000 FORMAT!IH .«ROW «.IS.* HAS BEEN CONSTRAINED#1 180 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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SUOROUTINE HATHLT I A N « O v L » C >C 4$ MODIFICATION BASED ON SUBROUTINE NATWLT BY J#N. REDDYC SUBROUTINE FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION
C THIS PROGRAM MULTIPLIES A (HiN) BY BIN.LI TO GIVE CCHtLftIMPLICIT REAL#8IA-H.O-Zl DIMENSION AIM.NI,B(N#LI.CIM#Ll DO 10 1=1#M DO 10 J=l #L Cl 1.31=0#























SUOROUTINE 6NDRY INRHAH* NCHAK•NEQ«NHÜW•S«SLt:E#SVAL1 
C 44 HOOIFICATIUN UASCD ON SUURUUT1N6 ONDRY BY 3#N# REDDY 4#
C THIS PROGRAM IMPOSES THE PRESCRIBED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE
C THE SYSTEM HATRlA 1 BANDED SYMMETRIC MATRIX!
C  S  I S  T H E  S Y S T E M  M A T R I X  I S T I F F N E S S  M A T R I X !
C SL IS THE LOAD VECTOR
C  I E  I S  T H E  L A O E L  O F  T H E  V A R I A B L E  T H A T  I S  P R E S C R I B E D
C  S V A L  I S  T H E  V A L U E  O F  T H E  P R E S C R I B E D  V A R I A B L E
I M P L I C I T  R E A L 4 0 I A - H t O - Z J  
D I M E N S I O N  S I N R M A X y N C M A X !
1T»NH0W-1
1 =IE- N H U W
00 10 |I«1*1T 
1 = 1 4 1






DO 20 |1»2.NHBW 
I«I41
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SUBROUr INE SOLVEM 6RM.NCNeNE0NS#NUW, WANOeRHSl C 44 MODIFICATION UASEO ON SUOROUTINE SOLVE BY 3.N. REDDY 44C THIS PROGRAM SOLVES A UANOED SYMMETRIC SYSTEM OF EQUATIONSC THE OANDCO MATRIX IS INPUT THROUGH OANOINEQNS*NBW)C RHS IS THE RIGHT HAND SIDE (FORCE VECTOR) OF THE SYSTEM
C NEONS IS THE NO. OF EQUATIONS!EQUAL TO ACTUAL NO. OF ROWS IC N8W IS THE HALF OANDWIDTH OF THE SYSTEMIMPLICIT REAL48!A-H.O-Z)DIMENSION BANOINRM.NCMI.RHSCNRMI DO S |al.NEONS 5 RHS! D-O.O RHS(2)«i.O ME0NS=NE0NS-1 DO 30 NPIV=1.NEONS NPIVOT»NPlVtl 
LSTSUB»NPIV4NBW-1IF ILSTSUB.GT.NEUNS) LSTSUD»NEONS DO 20 NHOM«NPIVDT.LSTSUO 
C INVERT ROWS AND COLUMNS FOR ROW FACTORNCCL=NROW-NP|V»lFACTORssUANDlNPlV.NCOLl/OANDlNPIV.l )
00 10 NCUL=NROW.LSTSUO ICOL»NCOL-NROW »1 J C OL « NC OL - N P1 V I 1 O UANOCNROW. ICOL)»6ANO!NROW«ICOL)-FACTOR4BANO!NPIV.JCOLl 20 RHS!NRUW)«RHS!N10W)-FACT0R4RHS!NPIV)30 CONTINUEDO 90 IJK=2,NEQNS NPiV^NEUNS-lJKf2RHSINPIV)=RHS(NP|V)/8AND!NPIV.1)C ALTHOUGH ZEROING ELEMENTS IN MATRIX, DONT BOTHER TO OPERATE ON THLSTSUO»NP|V-NBW41 IF ILSTSUU.LT.1) LSTSUO"!
N P I V O T ^ N P I V - 1
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0 0 4 6
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0 0 5 1
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0 0 5 4
0 0 5 5
0 0 5 6
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0 0 5 9
• 0 0 6 0
0 0 6 1
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0 0 6 40065
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C A L L  E X I T  
N E F « 1  lEFlhEFl»!EMAX=EPR1NI111 
c o n t i n u eXLOAOsSTHAINlt *21/EHAX UTI«UC2l4XLUAO DO 70 :=7#NEH EXT!1)=EX|I14XLOAO EYTf I )=EYI J1 14XLUAO EZriI1»EZ(I)4KLOAO 
GXYTID^GXYI IMXLOAO EXELII)=EX (I)EYELI11=EY (II 
E;.EL(1)*£Z (1)GXYEL(I)=OXY (I)
C O N T I N U E
IF(ISTYPE.E0,2.OK.ISTYPE.Ea.3lXLOA0"XL0AD42.0 XLOAOlaXLOAD wniTE(6,96 01XLOAU.UTl 
960 FORMAT ( IHl ,46X .'LOAD DEFLECTION HISTORY* e///.lH .‘«FAILURE ••1« I INITIAL YIELD ) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF «.F12.2.« WITH A •• 2«DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF «.£12.51 DO 150 1=1.NEF MR I TE (6.9301 1EF( II.IFTdl WRITE(6.900|RETURN INCREsO.. ..CALCULATE NEXT ELEMENTS TO YIELD. CHANGE MODULUS, OR FRACTURE Xl=l.0NEF=qXFMlN-9999999,••..APPROXIMATE NEXT FAILURE LOAD....
DO  2 2  1 = 7 , NEM 







0067 1F(XL1NCR.LT.200.01X1=1.O0088 DO 60 1«7»NEH0069 EH4X=UCH1t10090 IFISTRAlNlIFIf11•21«EQ«999*OIGO TO 000091 EXTI1)»EXT(11+EXll1$XL:NCR4X10092 EVT(1)«EVT(1> fEYI 11*XL1NCR*XI0093 EZTd )«EZr ( U^EZl 114XL1NCR4XX0094 G X Y K 1)~OXYT(1 IfGXYl11*XL1NCR*X10095 EPLUS=EXT1 D'fEYT (1 10096 EM1NUS=EXT11|-EVTC1>0097 ESQRTsl(£HINOS)««24<GXVT(1)>442>440«50098 EPRlNl11=0.S4<EPLUS4ESQRT>0099 EPRIN<2)sO«S4(EPLUS-ESQRT)0100 EPR:N(31 = EZd>0101 DO 61 11=1#30102 IFlEPRINdl 1 .LT.LMAXIGO TO 610103 NEFSNEP4101 04 iour=i0105 IF(NCF*NE«301>GO TO 020106 WRITE(6«902I01 07 DO 63 3=1#990108 63 WRIT£C6#9S1I1£F(JJ01 09 951 FORMATllH ••ELEMENT #15#• FAILED*!01 10 CALL EXIT0111 82 lEFCNEH1«10112 61 continue0 1 13 80 CONTINUE0114 1NCRE=INCHL4101 15 IF<IGUT#EU#0)G0 TO 1000116 XINCH=|NCRE-101 1 7 XINCR=X1NCR4XLINCR4XI4XLINCR0118 UT|=UT1*U12)4XINCR0119 IFTVPE»00120 IF(1STYP£*EQ.2#UH#1STVPE«£0#3 >X|NCRsXINCR42*001 21 XLUAOSXLOAD4XINCR
0123 915 FORHATIIH tlJt* ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THI5 LOAD STEP*!
0124 URIT£(6#910!XLOAD#UT10125 91 O FOnMATI Ilf •■FAILURE «YIELD OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT Al#F12#2f* WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF *#E12#5!0126 DO 120 1=1#NCF0127 IFCSTRAiNi IFTI lEFll ! 1«-1#2!«E0.999#!G0 TO* 1300126 WRITE 16#930)lEFCII#IFTIIEFI11)0129 93 0 FORMAT!IH ••ELEMENT •#15#* VIELOEO FOR THE *#15# * TIME*!0130 GO TO 1200131 130 WRITE|6#940I1EF(1!0132 940 FORMAT!IH #*ELEMENT * #15#* FRACTURED*!0133 IFTYPE«10134 120 CONTINUE0135 WRtT£!6#960)0 136 9800137 IF 1IFTYPE.EG.OIRETURN
to00
01 3a IF|XLOAU*l.T«FLaAO)WRlT£(6*950lFi.OAD0139 950 FORMAT(///»lH .#****#* CRACK INSTAB11.ITV OCCURRCO AT A LOAD OF ••
lF12«2t* ♦♦♦**♦•.//)0140 FLOADaXLOAD0141 UT1»UT1-U114FLOAO
0142 XLOAD=0.0C •••• UNLOAD SPECIMEN ALONG ELASTIC SLOPE ....0143 KS1YPE«1.0
0144 IF(lSTyPE.E0.2«0K.lSTVP£.EQ.3|XSTYPEB.50145 OO 140 |a7.NEH
0146 IF(STHAINCIFTC11»2).EQ.999.IGO TO 1450147 00 147 I:=1#NEF
0140 IFCIEFI11I.EQ.IIGO TO 1430149 147 CONTINUE0150 IFISTRA IN(IFTl 11.2 I.NE.ECHC II I GO TO 1450151 IFllFTl 1 I.EU.l IGO TO 1450152 EPLUSsEXrC114EYT(1 I01 S3 EMlNUSsEXT(l)-£YT<II
01 54 ESQRT-l (EH 1NUS>442f1GXYT< II I 442 I*40.50155 EPRlNl11-0.541EPLUS4ESQRTI*0156 CCH( I IsEPRINl I I
0157 145 EXT!llsEXll1l-EXELl1|4FLUAD4XSryp£01 58 EYTt 1 IsEVr II l-EYELl I I <»FL OAO 4 XS T VPE0159 E2T(1|s EZT(II-E2EL(I I*FL0AD*XSTYPE









SUOROUTINE CHANUl1EF•1FT•NEFiNENHAX•ECH»STRAIN1 IMPLICIT REAL40IA-H»0-Zl
DIMENSION IFTCNEHMAXl.ECHlNEHHAXlfSTRAINI10t2l»IEFf30011MTYPC=2..,, UPDATES THE TANGENT MATERIAL LOCATION INDEX ••••DO 80 N»l «NEF
I F ( S T R A I N !  1 F T <  X E F < N > 1 +  1 . 2 1  « E 0 . 9 9 9 . 1 1 F T ( 1 E F < N 1 1 »  I F T < l E F l N l l  +  1IF(STRAIN(IFT(lEFlNl1.IMTYPEI.NE.ECHIIEFINI1 ICO TO 85IFT<lEFlNl1=IFTI1EF(N11+1ECH(lEFlNlJ«5TRAiNllFTIlEFlNll.IMTYPElCONTINUERETURNEND
o  o
MESH FOR FRACTURE STUDY 
DOUBLE EDGE NOTCH SPECIMEN
D I V I S I O N S  AT C E N T E R  S E C T I O N  « 8. B A R  H A L F  W I D T H 0.4120. BAR H ALF L E N G T H
TOP HALF WIDTH 
FILLET RADIUS "
I.4070. TOP LENGTH 
0.6280
2.9310. HOLE RADIUS ■ 0.8000. location FROM THE TOP I.4850
T»C NUMBER OF NODES « 226
NODE X Y NODE X Y NODE X V
1 0 .0 0.30700D 01 2 0 0 0.357000 01 3 0.250000 00 0 350300 014 0.43300D 00 0.332000 01 5 0 50000U 00 0.30 700D 01 6 0.43300D 00 0 282000 017 0.280000 00 0.263700 01 a 0 0 0.257000 Ol 9 0.433900 00 o 282000 0110 0.2SOOOD 00 0.26370D 01 11 0 0 0.257000 01 12 0.0 0 362000 Ol13 0.287 000 00 0.376290 01 14 0 530300 00 0.36003D 01 15 0.692900 00 0 335 730 0116 0.75000D 00 0.307000 01 17 0 692900 00 0.278300 01 18 0.530300 00 0 253970 0119 0.2U7 00D 00 0.237710 01 20 0 0 0.232000 01 21 0.483000 00 0 294 060 0122 0.596503 03 0.292650 0 1 23 0 213800 00 0.217880 01 24 0.479090 00 0 228060 Ol25 0.2I360J 00 0.199 500 01 26 0 691200 00 0.285620 01 27 O.7415 00 00 0 253140 0128 0.0 0.418750 01 29 0 427600 00 0.41024D 01 30 0.790200 00 0 386020 0131 0.103240 01 0.34 9 760 01 32 0 111750 01 0.307000 01 33 0. 103240 01 0 264230 0134 0.79020D 00 0.227900 01 35 0 427600 OO 0.203760 01 36 0.0 0 195250 Ol37 0.0 0.458800 01 36 0 748500 00 0.45SS0D 01 39 0.112270 31 0 418370 Ol40 0.149 700 01 0.301250 C 1 41 0 149700 01 0.307000 01 42 0.149700 01 0 232 750 Ol43 0.112270 01 0.198630 Ol 44 0 775200 00 0.199690 01 45 0.597500 00 0 191380 0146 0.419600 00 0.103080 oi 4 7 0 209900 00 0.I78O2D 01 48 0.0 0 178820 0149 0.149700 01 0.458500 01 50 0 149700 01 0.16 2400 01 51 0.126470 01 0 328380 Ol52 0.126473 01 0.285620 01 S3 0 112270 01 0 .232750 01 54 0.309090 00 0 162400 01
55 0.206000 00 0.162400 01 56 0 103000 00 0.162400 01 57 0.0 0 162400 0188 0.103 700 01 0.162400 01 59 0 14970D 01 0.328380 01 60 0.66200D 00 0 162400 0161 0.149 700 01 0.285620 01 62 0 412000 OO 0.162400 01 63 0.9061OO 00 0 181050 0164 0.8495 OO 00 0. 162400 01 65 0 537000 00 0.162400 Ol 66 0.623600 OO 0 146770 0167 0.495703 00 0.131180 01 66 0 755700 00 0.155710 Ol 69 0.517800 90 0 154590 Ol70 0.517800 OO O. 146770 Ol 7 1 0 559700 00 O #14 0250 01 72 0.485800 00 0 130960 Ol73 0. 453900 00 0.131150 01 74 0 4638ÜU 00 0.124810 01 75 0.412000 00 0 146770 0176 3 .339000 00 0.146770 01 77 0 206000 00 0.146770 01 78 0. 103000 00 0 146 770 0179 0.0 0.146770 01 80 0 4 12000 00 0.131150 01 81 0.309000 00 0 131150 0182 0.206003 00 0.131150 01 83 0 103000 00 0.131150 01 84 0.0 0 131 150 01as 0 .412000 00 0.136960 01 86 0 360500 00 0.136960 01 87 0.432900 00 0 124810 0168 0.360503 00 0.124810 01 89 0 431800 00 0.11SS2D 01 90 0.309000 00 0 123340 0191 0.2S750D 00 0. 123340 01 92 0 309000 00 0.107710 01 93 0.257500 00 0 107710 0194 0.37040D 00 0.999000 00 95 0 37040D 00 0.947500 00 96 0.30900D 00 0 115520 0197 0.206003 00 0.115520 01 96 0 103000 00 0.115520 01 99 0.0 0 115520 Ol
O
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o p o  o p Q o  o p  o o O p o o  o o o o o o o o o p o o o  o o  o o p Q
SOT
ELEHENr CONNECriVirV
LLEM NOOEl NODE2 NOOE3 ELEM NODEl N00E2 N00E3 ELEM NODE I NOOE2 KQDEw
1 1 3 2 2 1 4 3 3 1 5 44 1 6 9 S 1 7 6 6 1 a 77 2 3 13 0 3 4 14 9 4 5 1510 5 21 22 11 9 10 18 12 10 1 1 1913 2 13 12 14 3 14 13 IS 4 IS 1416 5 16 15 17 5 22 16 18 9 18 171 9 1 0 19 18 20 1 1 20 19 21 12 29 20
22 12 13 29 23 13 14 29 24 14 30 2925 1 4 31 30 26 14 15 31 27 IS 16 3128 16 32 31 29 16 26 32 30 16 17 2631 1 7 18 27 32 18 34 27 33 18 24 3434 1 8 19 24 35 1 9 20 23 36 20 36 2337 26 38 37 38 28 29 38 39 29 30 38
40 30 39 38 4 1 30 40 39 42 30 31 4043 31 51 40 44 32 41 51 45 52 42 61
46 52 33 42 47 33 S3 42 48 53 43 4249 30 39 49 50 39 40 49 51 42 43 6062 43 58 SO 53 34 44 43 54 34 35 4455 35 45 44 66 35 46 45 57 35 47 4658 25 36 47 59 36 48 47 60 64 58 6361 60 63 44 62 60 44 45 63 60 45 4664 6 0 46 65 65 54 62 46 66 54 46 4767 54 47 55 68 56 55 47 69 56 47 4870. 56 48 57 71 66 68 60 72 65 69 6073 69 66 60 74 71 66 70 75 85 72 7576 74 67 73 77 75 62 64 78 76 75 5479 77 76 54 80 77 54 55 81 81 60 0682 81 86 76 63 01 76 77 84 02 81 7785 77 55 56 86 78 77 56 07 79 78 6688 79 56 57 89 03 82 77 90 83 77 7091 83 78 79 92 04 03 79 93 88 80 8194 96 100 08 95 97 96 91 96 97 91 8297 104 94 102 90 92 102 96 99 93 96 97100 105 93 97 101 97 82 83 1 02 98 97 031 03 99 98 83 104 99 63 84 1 OS 106 1 OS 97106 106 97 98 107 1 06 98 99 1 08 107 106 99109 100 103 95 1 10 109 1 08 95 1 11 110 109 104112 11 o 104 105 113 114 113 1 08 1 14 114 108 109115 1 1 4 109 1 10 1 16 1 & 5 1 14 1 10 1 1 7 110 1 OS 1 06118 111 110 1 06 1 19 112 111 1 06 • 1 20 112 1 06 107121 11 6 Its 110 122 1 16 1 10 111 123 116 111 112124 11 7 116 112 125 1 18 1 13 1 14 1 26 119 118 1 14127 120 119 114 128 120 1 14 1 15 129 124 123 1 18130 124 118 119 131 124 1 19 120 132 129 124 120
oCO
1 120 115 116 134 121 120 116 135 122 121 1 16t36 122 116 117 137 126 125 1 20 136 126 120 121139 126 121 122 140 127 1 26 122 1 41 129 128 123142 129 123 124 143 1 30 129 124 1 44 131 130 12414S 131 124 125 146 132 131 125 147 133 132 125148 133 125 126 149 134 1 33 126 ISO 135 134 126151 135 126 127 152 1 36 1 35 127 1 S3 138 137 128154 138 128 129 165 130 1 29 130 156 139 136 130157 140 139 130 138 140 130 1 31 1 59 140 131 132160 14 1 140 132 161 142 14 1 132 162 142 132 133163 142 133 134 164 143 142 134 165 144 143 134166 144 134 135 107 1 44 135 136 1 68 145 144 136
169 147 146 137 170 1 47 137 138 171 147 136 139172 148 147 139 1 73 1 49 148 139 1 74 149 139 140
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THE HALF BAND WIDTH IS


















INITIAL YIELD > OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 
76 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME
3774»23 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF O.I:349D"OI
LOAD INCREMENT = 0*173410 02I ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE CYIELO OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 356 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME 3800.91 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.I14S4D-01
LOAD INCREMENT = 0*990040 02I ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE iVIELO OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 
ELEMENT 353 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME
4006.92 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.120540-01
L O A D  INCREMENT = O *03 5 4 4 0  02S ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
FAILURE lYIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 4341.10 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.13066D-0IELEMENT 350 YlELDED FOR THE 1 T IME
ELEMENT 351 YIELDED FUR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 354 V 1 ELDED FOR THE I TIMEELEMENT 355 YIELDED FLR THE 1 T IMEELEMENT 357 YIELDED FOR THE 1 T IME
LOAD INCREMENT » 0*471000 021 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE I YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 
element 358 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIME 4435.46 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.133570-01
LOAD INCRtHCNT = 0*S2311O 022 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 97 VIELDCD FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT JIS YIELDED FOR THE I TIME
4540.06 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.136630-01
LOAD INCREMENT » 0.933060 011 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 
ELEMENT 34S YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIME 4558.74 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.137420-01
LOAD INCREMENT = O.IOI24D 02
I ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 305 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME 4576.99 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.130070-01
LOAD INCREMENT « 0.46073D 021 ELEMENIS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 326 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME 4672.73 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.141080-01
O00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.518620 02I ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 94 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIME 4776.50 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.144410-01
LOAD INCREMENT * 0.102890 02I ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 346 YIELDED FOR THE t TIME 4797.07 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.14S08D-OI
23 LOAD mCIüMENTS OMITTED FOR BREVITY
LOAD INCREMENT a 0.664300 012 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
failure (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 117 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 3SS YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIME
5290.54 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.167060-01
LOAD INCREMENT a 0.035100 011 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
failure (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 112 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME 5307.25 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.169600-01
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.72432D 01# ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
failure (YIELD UR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 5321.73 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.171040-01
element 113 YIELDED FUR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 122 YIELDED FOR THE 1 T IMEELEMENT 123 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 125 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIME
oCD
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.120740*023 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 100 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 110 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 119 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIME
5345.88 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.173S6D-OI
LOAD INCREMENT « 0.502ISO 011 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAl.URE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 357 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIME 5355.92 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.174640-01
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.166600 022 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAI.URE (TIELO OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 105 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 3SB VIELOEO FOR THE 2 TIME
5309.64 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.170280-01
LOAD INCREMENT a 0.130080 021 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 
ELEMENT 353 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIME 0415.66 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF O.181150-01
LOAD INCREMENT « 0.530090 012 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 97 VIELOEO FOR THE 2 TIMEELEMENT 365 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIME
5426.44 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.102340-01
LOAD increment = 0.11995D 021 ELEMENTS FAILED OURiNd THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 341 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIME 5450.43 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.105000-01
LOAD INCREMENT s 0.697750 013 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 5464.30 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.106540-01ELEMENT 95 YIELDED FOR THE 1 T IMEELEMENT 140 YIELDED FOR THE 2 T IMEELEMENT 349 YIELDED FOR THE 1 T IME
124 LOAD INCRE»QjT3 CHITTED FOR BREVITT
ELEMENT 141 YIELDED FOR THE S TIME
LOAD INCREMENT « 0*93744D 014 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAI.URE (YIELD UR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 93 YIELDED FOR THE 4 TIME
ELEMENT 97 YIELDED FUR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 129 YIELDED FOR THE O TIMEELEMENT 365 YIELDED FOR THE S TIME
7316.34 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.121440 00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.997260 015 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE IVIELO OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A ELEMENT 80 YIELDED FOR THE I TIME
ELEMENT 111 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 1 IS YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 337 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIMEELEMENT 371 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIME
7336.29 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.I24SSD 00
LOAD INCREMENT » 0.517970 01
4 CLEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE I YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A ELEMENT 109 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT IIO YIELDED FOR THE S TIMEELEMENT 114 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 360 YIELDED FOR THE 4 TIME
7346.65 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.126180 00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.526210 013 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE I YIELD UR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 7357.17 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.127870 00
ELEMENT 79 YIELDED FOR THE 1 T IHEELEMENT 369 YlELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 370 YIELDED FOR the 5 T IME
LOAD INCREMÜNT » 0»146300 022 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD SThP FAILURE IVIELO OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 104 YIELDED FOR THE 3 TIMEELEMENT 361 YIELDED FOR THE 4 TIME
7386.43 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.132S90 00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.130290 022 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 
CLEMENT 64 YIELDED FOR THE 1 TIMEELEMENT 81 YIELDED FOR THE 3 TIME
7414.09 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.13706D 00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.102380 024 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 112 YIELDED FUR THE S TIMEELEMENT 117 YIELDED FUR THE 5 TIMEELEMEMT 125 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 357 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIME
7434.57 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.14036D 00
to
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.155070 022 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 90 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIMEELEMENT 113 YIELDED FOR THE S TIME
7465.56 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.14S49D 00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.53713D 013 elements FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
failure (YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 92 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIME 7476.32 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.147270 00
ELEMENTELEMENT 350 VIELOEO FOH THE 366 VIELOEO FOR THE S TIME S TIME
LOAD INCREMENT = 0.671S0O 013 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 91 YIELDED FOR THE 2 TIMEELEMENT 367 YIELDED FOR THE 5 TIMEELEMENT 360 YIELDED FOR THE 6 TIME
7409*75 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OP 0*149520 00
LOAD INCREMENT = 0*240850 024 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 7539*52 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0*157910 00ELEMENT 75 YIELDED FUR THEELEMENT 120 Y1ELDED FOR THEELEMENT 140 FRACTUREDELEMENT 362 YIELDED FOR THE
3 TIME 6 TIME
LOAD INCREMENT = 0*135210 042 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE (YIELD OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 149 FRACTUREDELEMENT ISO FRACTURED
CO
5408*24 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0*129320 00
$*#*#* CRACK INSTAUILITY OCCURRED AT A LOAD UF 7639*52 4*4444
LOAD INCREMENT » 0*166200 041 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAI.-URC (YIELD OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 148 FRACTURED
4653*60 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0*110210 00
CRACK INSTABILITY ÙCCUHREO S40B.24 ******
LCAO INCREMENT = 0.138600 043 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE lYlELO OR FRACTURE! UCCUHREO AT A LOAD OF 3880.91 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.936870-01ELEMENTELEMENT
ELEMENT
146 FRACTURED I 47 FRACTURED 
151 FRACTURED
**•**4 CRACK INSTABILITY OCCURRED D̂ OF 4653.60
LOAD INCREMENT » 0.930250 03I ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
failure lYlELO OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT I 45 FRACTURED 2232.61 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.770I2D-01
****** CRACK INSTABILITY OCCURRED 3080.91 ******
LCAO INCREMENT = 0.727050 032 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE lYIELD OR FRACTURE! OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 1744.92 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.681340-01ELEMENTELEMENT 143 FRACTURED144 FRACTURED
**#### CRACK INSTAUILITY OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF 2232.
L O A D  INCREMENT = 0 . 5 2 6 7 2 0  031 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP FAILURE I YIELD OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 142 FRACTURED 1264.14 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.602110-01
CRACK INSTAdlLlTY OCCURRED
L O A D  I N C REMENT = 0 . 2 4 3 6 7 0  031 ELEMENTS FAILED DURING THIS LOAD STEP 
FAILURE IVIELO OR FRACTURE) OCCURRED AT A LOAD OF ELEMENT 141 FRACTURED 584.80 WITH A DEFLECTION AT THE PIN OF 0.524900-01
cn
#0***4 C R A C K  I N S T A U I L I T Y  O C C U R R E D
6
AO OF 1264.14 # * * # * #
IHC209I IBCOH PROGRAM INTERRUPT IP) - DIVIDE CHECK OLD PSW IS 07IOOOOFA2437ÜDE • REGISTER CONTAINED 3F1C133326D1E810
TRACEÜACK ROUTINE CALLED FROM ISN REG. 14 REG. IS REG. 0 REG. I
FAIL 0017 4242D04E 00430700 00000IC5 003AOEEC
MAIN OOOOOC72 O13A0OI8 008EFU70 0043EFF8
ENTRY POINT» OI3AOOI8
STANDARD F lAUP TAKEN • EXECUTION CONTINUING 
J.HC2091 lUCOM - PROGRAM INTERRUPT (P> - DIVIDE 




STANDARD FIXUP TAKEN t EXECUTION CONTINUING 
IHC209I lOCOH - PROGRAM INTERRUPT (P> - DIVIDE 




STANDARD FIXUP TAKEN • EXECUTION CONTINUING 
INC20VI lUCUM - PRUGRAK INTERRUPT IP) - DIVIDE 




STAr:riARO FIXUP TAKEN • EXECUTION CONTINUING 
1K209I IbCOH - PROGRAM INTERRUPT <P) - DIVIDE 




STANDARD FIXUP TAKEN • EXECUTION CONTINUING
CHECK OLD PSW IS 0710000FA2437BDE . REGISTER CONTAINED 3F1BA9C69C8FOF30 
REG. 15 REG. 0 REG. 1
00430700 000001C5 003A0EEC
O13A0DI6 OOOEFB70 0043EFF8
CHECK OLD PSW IS 07IDOOOFA243700E • REGISTER CONTAINED 




REGISTER CONTAINEDCHECK OLD PSW IS 0710000FA2437BOE 
REG. IS . REG. 0 REG. I
00430700 OOOOOICS 003A0EEC
013A0DI6 008EF870 0043EFF8
CHECK OLD PSW IS 07ID000FA2437BDE • REGISTER CONTAINED 





IHC9001 execution terminating DUE TO ERROR COUNT FUR ERROR NUMBER 209
IHCEOgI lOCOH - PROGRAM INTERRUPT IP) - OIVIOE CHECK OLD PSW IS 0 TIDOOOFA24370DE . REGISTER CONTAINED ' 3F1C2B5E701C23F0 
TRACEOACK ROUTINE CALLED PROM ISN REG. 14 REG. IS REG. 0 BEG. 1
FAIL 0017 4242004E 00430700 OOOOOICS 003A0EEC
m a i n  0000UC72 OI3AODIO 000EF870 0043EFF8
ENTRY POINT» 0I3A001O
